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Impossibility of an electron being in nucleus as a consequence of the uncertanity
principle :

The size of nucleus is 10–15 m. If electron exists within nucleus then uncertainty
in position is 10–15 m. If the uncertainty in momentum is p then we can write as per
Heisenberg uncertainty principle

xp ~ 

p = h
2 x

p = 
34

15
6.63 10

2 10






 

p = 1.05 × 10–19 kg.m/s

Now we know       E = 22 2 4
0p c m c  = T + m0c2

Where T is the kinetic energy of the electron. Putting the value of electron we
get

T = 19.3 MeV
If the electron stays within the nucleus, then its kinetic energy at least 19.3 MeV.

However, the kinetic energy of electron emitted in -decay is around 4 MeV. So, we
can conclude that the electron cannot stays within nucleus.

Nature of nuclear force :

Given that the nucleus consists of a closely packed collection of protons and
neutrons, you might be surprised that it can even exist. The very large repulsive
electrostatic forces between protons should cause the nucleus to fly apart. Nuclei,
however, are stable because of the presence of another, short-range (about 2-fm)
force : the nuclear force, an attractive force that acts between all nuclear particles.

The protons attract each other via the nuclear force, and at the same time they
repel each other through the Coulomb force. The attractive nuclear force also acts
between pairs of neutrons and between neutrons and protons. The nuclear attractive
force is stronger than the Coulomb repulsive force within the nucleus (at short
ranges). If it were not, stable nuclei would not exist. Moreover, the strong nuclear
force is nearly independent of charge. In other words, the nuclear forces associated
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with proton–proton, proton–neutron, and neutron– neutron interactions are
approximately the same, apart from the additional repulsive Coulomb force for the
proton–proton interaction.

There are about 260 stable nuclei; hundreds of others have been observed, but
are unstable. A plot of N versus Z for a number of stable nuclei is given in Figure
2. Note that light nuclei are most stable if they contain equal numbers of protons and
neutrons so that N = Z, but heavy nuclei are more stable if N > Z. This difference
can be partially understood by recognizing that as the number of protons increases,
the strength of the Coulomb force increases, which tends to break the nucleus apart.
As a result, more neutrons are needed to keep the nucleus stable because neutrons
are affected only by the attractive nuclear forces.

In effect, the additional neutrons “dilute” the nuclear charge density. Eventually,
when Z = 83, the repulsive forces between protons cannot be compensated for by the
addition of neutrons. Elements that contain more than 83 protons don’t have stable
nuclei, but, rather, decay or disintegrate into other particles in various amounts of
time

Binding energy:

The total mass of a nucleus is always less than the sum of the masses of
its nucleons. Also, because mass is another manifestation of energy, the total energy
of the bound system (the nucleus) is less than the combined energy of the separated
nucleons. This difference in energy is called the binding energy of the nucleus
and can be thought of as the energy that must be added to a nucleus to break
it apart into its separated neutrons and protons.

It’s interesting to examine a plot of binding energy per nucleon, BE/A, as a
function of mass number for various stable nuclei (Fig. 5.3). Except for the lighter
nuclei, the average binding energy per nucleon is about 8 MeV. Note that the curve
peaks in the vicinity of A = 60, which means that nuclei with mass numbers greater
or less than 60 are not as strongly bound as those near the middle of the periodic
table. As we’ll see later, this fact allows energy to be released in fission and fusion
reactions. The curve is slowly varying for A > 40, which suggests the nuclear force
saturates. In other words, a particular nucleon can interact with only a limited
number of other nucleons, which can be viewed as the “nearest neighbours” in
the close-packed structure of a nucleus.
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